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the eighteenth century they were regarded as being meet-
ings of a definitely recognised inner Cabinet.    It has been
argued that such an inner Cabinet existed at least from the
accession of George II, or again at least from the reign of
Anne.   By  1738   Pulteney   pointed  to  the  existence  of
groue      "the Priv5/ council and the Cabinet Council, and for all
comes more   he knew a more secret and less numerous council still bv
pronounced,	,         ,,         ,	..       .    - ,,     _	'     J
which the other two were directed. In 1775, though a
Cabinet Minister, Lord Mansfield was not a member of
"the efficient Cabinet/' It has been asserted that by
about 1744 there was a formally recognised group of those
who were " usually consulted on secret affairs." This body
was clearly distinguished from the Cabinet Council, was
composed usually of the Chancellor, the President of the
Council, the First Lords of the Treasury and Admiralty,
and the two Secretaries. Minutes of its meetings were
regularly taken; it was an exclusive body, which could not
be attended by those not definitely summoned, and its
members were regularly supplied with copies of State papers
in cabinet boxes.1
But there is     These statements have been questioned.   The existence
re°cogSedy   of meetings of an inner group of the most important Ministers
Cabinet       is certain> and tlie fact tliat the effective work of the Cabinet
Council was taken over by that inner group is not doubted.
Between 1729 and 1741 there were 178 Cabinet meetings,
ninety-three of which were attended by nine or more and
eighty-five by eight or less: between 1739 and 1758 there
were seventy Cabinet meetings, seventeen of which were
attended by nine or less, thirty-six were attended by between
six and eight, and seventeen were meetings of five or less.
But that this proves the existence of an inner and an outer
Cabinet is denied, the interpretation accepted being merely
that some Cabinet meetings were larger than others.   Whilst
the existence of the inner group is admitted, it is denied
that there was " a committee or regularly appointed part
of the Cabinet."   The inner Cabinet was, it is maintained,
an informal body, rather than a clearly recognisable and
formally established body, and it is denied that there was
* Anson. Law and Constitution, part ii., pp. 114 and 115.

